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D

o flying cars, robot armies, trips
to the moon, and 3D printed
pills tailored to cure your specific
genetic weaknesses sound like
science fiction to you? Many experts believe all of these Jetson-like developments
are actually going to become a reality in
the near future.
Even a casual reading of forward-looking literature on
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subjects ranging from medicine to education reveal a
very different future for you, your children and grandchildren. As family advisors we focus on all the forms
of family capital: financial, human and intellectual. Our
Families of the Century program prepares clients
for the challenges and opportunities these coming
changes will have on their cultures, societies, and
families. With that in mind, this Wealth Consilium will
look to the future—in three different areas of future
family life: work, education and health.
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2014—Is the Future Now?
(click to view larger graphic)

http://dailyinfographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Future-Technology.jpg

#WorkIn!eFuture
A leading technology research firm Gartner Research
says “One in three jobs will be taken by software or
robots by 2025”. Gartner believes that jobs now performed by humans in the following areas: agriculture,
financial analysis, medical diagnostics, geographical
surveys, and oil/gas pipeline inspections are at risk to
machines.
At an American Enterprise think tank event earlier
this year, Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates had similar
comments, “Software substitution, whether it’s for drivers or waiters or nurses … it’s progressing … Technology
over time will reduce demand for jobs, particularly at
the lower end of skill set … 20 years from now, labor
demand for lots of skill sets will be substantially lower. I
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don’t think people have that in their mental model.”
Jane Scearce writing for lifehack.com recalls a prediction by Ray Kurzweil, a well-respected futurist, “that
when this molecular computing technology comes out
in 2020, computers will have the intellectual capability of
human beings. “
So how will these rapid advances in technology affect the job market? Lawrence Strohmaire the CIO of
Nuverra Environmental Solutions believes “The shift is
from doing to implementing, so the doers go away but
someone still has to implement,” said Strohmaier. IT is a
shift, although a slow one, to new types of jobs, no different than what happened in the machine age, he said.”
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Some such as MIT economist David Autor have
pointed out that the composition of the job market
has already changed, noting that jobs held by the
middle class as a percentage of the whole have
decreased from 1980-2005, while jobs demanding
higher skills (particularly technology related) are
growing, as are low end skill jobs, where automation
is difficult.

Best jobs of the future:
CLICK TO VIEW

t Business Insider:
Best Jobs of the Future
t Think Advisor:
Top Ten Best Jobs of the Future
Clearly technology has and will continue to drive
significant change in the job market in the next
10-20 years. Technology will force both employers and employees to be prepared to adapt more
quickly than ever. Decision making skills, career and
business planning and personal technology skills will
be strongly tested. Those challenges may be met by
utilizing technology via emerging online learning
sites such as Udemy, Coursera, Udacity
But the “A” student should recognize that so called
“soft skills” will also be critical in mastering these

changes. Martha C. White writing in Time magazine last November, noted issues of concern to job
seekers. At Consilium we see them as tremendous
opportunities for the second and third generations
of the families we advise. White writes, “Another
employer survey, this one by staffing company Adecco,
… says in a statement, “44% of respondents cited soft
skills, such as communication, critical thinking, creativity and collaboration, as the area with the biggest gap.”
Only half as many say a lack of technical skills is the pain
point.”
Individual investors should find investing in this fast
changing world intriguing and challenging as they
look for stocks of firms that can handle these changes well and generate earnings accordingly. Consilium’s stock buy list current holds Apple because
we view their ITunes University as a leader in online
education. But investors will also have to recognize
that technology itself can have fleeting life spans,
with Research in Motion’s Blackberry a powerful
recent example.
With the potential for significant change in the job
landscape, comes questions about our educational
system’s ability to prepare young people for this
brave new world. Pew Research Center’s recent
canvassing efforts on the issue of technology and
education identified concern that our educational
system is not preparing us for the changes ahead.

#CollegeFreeForAll?
Educators may not be preparing young people as
well as they should for the future. According to the
2014 CBI Business Lobbying organization’s Pearson
Survey of Education for Business:
“Businesses want the education system to better prepare young people with the attitudes and attributes
they need to succeed in the world of work”.
Important skill factors businesses need colleges to
teach:
Source: IMGKID.com
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In an article in the Wall Street Journal, Margaret
Spellings (the former Secretary of Education under
President George W. Bush) … suggests that the educational system will change significantly in the near
future. She predicts the following:

Source: CBI/Pearson.

Other key CBI/Pearson findings:
r

Too many young people leave education not
equipped with enough knowledge of their
chosen job/career (school leavers 56%, graduates
30%) or relevant work experience (school leavers
55%, graduates 37%). This reflects concerns that
career advice is simply not good enough to help
young people make informed choices (80%).
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The skills gap is getting worse—58% of firms
are not confident they will have sufficient highly
skilled staff available for their needs in the future.
A quarter (28%) of firms who need technicians
qualified in science, technology, engineering or
math already report difficulty recruiting and a
third (35%) anticipate problems in the next 3-5
years.

r

Nearly half of employers (44%) have organized
training to tackle weaknesses in basic numeracy,
literacy and IT for adult employees and more
than a quarter (28%) for those who have joined
directly from school or college.
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A technology enhanced, data driven educational
marketplace where parents and children select
an “ale carte” individualized educational program.

r

A new model. Gone will be the geographic
model and age=grade models (instead parents
will pick the best educational opportunities (regardless of geography) and student grade levels
will be determined by student ability not merely
their age.

Spelling also sees a world where employers are “increasingly credential(ing) students. Many companies
will test prospective employees to see if they have
the requisite knowledge and attributes. “Badging”
students particularly will prevail in the worlds of science, technology, engineering and math. Employers
will determine whether a young person is ready, not
just the university.”
In recent years online learning has seen great change
with sites like casual learning sites such as Lynda.com,
Udemy, and Khan Academy as well the so called
MOOC’s (massive online open course) purveyors
Coursera and Udacity that offer more formal and
higher level education. These sites offer high level
training (some of it for free) from hundreds of leading
universities as well as from firms like Google, Facebook etc.
Other for-profit voices are actively trying to change
education too. Some, such as Michael Moe at GSV
Advisors say their goal is, “an education revolution
in which public schools outsource to private vendors such critical task as teaching math, educating
disabled students, even writing report cards.”
Marrying Mr. Moe and Ms. Spellings views, one
can imagine, Mom, Dad and Junior sitting down at
the computer (by the way your computer will be
keyboard-less in the future and your searching/re-
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searching will be done by you relaying your thoughts
directly to the computer) for testing to identify junior’s
intelligences, how he learns best, and deep assessments of his areas of strength and weakness.
An educational evaluation website will then guide the

family, helping them identify the most highly rated
instructors, courses, and programs around the world.
Classes will be increasingly accessed online. Junior
will compile a portfolio of certificates from his online
learning rather than a degree. His portfolio could
include course work from Stanford—Algorithims:
Design and Analysis; Korea’s Advanced Institute of Science and Technology—Supply Chain Management;
Tel Aviv University—The Fall and Rise of Jerusalem;
and Sapienze University in Rome—Early Renaissance
Architecture.
Colleges face their own challenges and a thinning of
the herd appears to be in the cards. Bloomberg.com

notes that Harvard Business School professor Clayton
Christensen has predicted that as many as half of the
more than 4000 universities and colleges in the U.S.
may fail in the next 15 years and that the rate of college closures have risen in recent years.

The power of the internet and innovation has and will
continue to bring better, lower cost educational opportunities for young people and for those already in
the workforce. Colleges will have to continue to adapt
to meet these changes. The best colleges will do so
and will prosper.
Families must have as part of their family vision, a family educational plan that recognizes and utilizes the
education opportunities available online. A hallmark
of our Families of the Century program is its identification and use of new educational ideas from the
online world.

#FountainOfYouth
Ponce de Leon searched in vain for
the mythical fountain of youth, but
had to settle for discovering Florida.
Years have passed but man’s desire
to extend his life continues. The
Buck Institute and the California
Life Company (Calico) are actively
seeking ways to add years to our
lives. Will they succeed or settle for a
lesser find as Ponce did?
With or without their success, as
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noted in the October 2014 edition
of The Atlantic, life expectancy has
long since been on the rise.
“Since 1840, life expectancy at birth
has risen about three months with
each passing year.., life expectancy
at birth in Sweden, a much-studied
nation owing to its record-keeping,
was 45 years for women; today it’s
83 years.
Source: Wikimedia Commons (Public Domain)
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is a good example. As reported by the Wall Street
Journal’s Jonathan D. Rockoff the success of Gileads’
Sovaldi in CURING Hepatitis C is significant, “Studies show it cures about 9 out of 10 patients, helping
them avoid more costly care such as liver transplants.”
Other amazing breakthroughs now available include
Touch Bionics “i-limb ultra, a prosthetic hand that
allows people without fingers to be able to pick up
and handle delicate objects.

Longevity

The United States displays roughly the same trend.
When the 20th century began, life expectancy at
birth in America was 47 years; now newborns are
expected to live 79 years.

With these advances coming in the future, one risk
for investors comes to the fore; longevity. In the institutional world, pension funds are well aware of longevity risk. In fact, according to a leading institutional
consulting firm, Mercer, “In the last couple of years a
number of counterparties, including insurers, reinsurers
and investment banks, have come to the market looking
to take on longevity risk from pension schemes.”

If about three months continue to be added with
each passing year, by the middle of this century,
American life expectancy at birth will be 88 years. By
the end of the century, it will be 100 years.

Longevity risk should be a key part of investor’s retirement planning discussions. The following graphic
from Forbes’ Wade Pfau, puts it in perspective
along with other investor risk.

Medicine

Living longer has profound implications for each of
us, our children and our grandchildren. One is that
if people will be living longer, then they will likely
work longer, putting a new twist on the competitive
market place. Two, people beyond working years will

”Source: Atlantic Magazine, October 2014

Beyond longer life expectancies, and impressive current developments, medical experts offer encouraging views on the future of medicine.
Some believe that within 20 years diseases like cystic
fibrosis, Type 1 diabetes, Sickle Cell will be curable.
Others with an even longer view such as Dr. Daniel
Kraft (a physician, scientist, inventor, and innovator
who chairs the Exponential Medicine program at
Singularity University) believe that curing half of the
world’s known cancers, granting movement to the
paralyzed, and preventing Alzheimer’s can happen
by 2064.
Biotechnology firms are at the forefront of making
great strides to aid life expectancies. Gilead’s(GILD)
which is one of the holdings in our stock buy list,

Source: touchbionics.com
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Source: Forbes. Longevity Study. Wade Pfau.

need to save much more and spend much less so
that their finite capital lasts. And most provocatively,
classic investor allocation may be thrown on its head,
as long-lived investors need their capital to grow in
order to last. This would imply allocating much more
assets to growth investments like equities, rather
than increasing fixed income exposure in later years.
If you haven’t explored the topic of how long you
might live, a 10 minute visit to the Living to 100 Life
Expectancy Calculator would be of value.
Link: The livingto100.com/calculator

Conclusion
Work, education, and health will surely see significant
changes in coming years. This will in turn likely provoke change for time honored practices and ways of
life we know today.
We believe, wealthy families should stay on the “cutting edge” in terms of their awareness of the changes
afoot in these critical areas. These advancements
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will require more flexibility and proactive awareness and adoption in order for families to continue
thriving. Families should meet these changes head
on to leverage opportunities to use new information,
technologies, and ways of doing things. The first step
is to be aware and informed.
Our Families of the Century program helps families
do that, as we seek out leading voices, practices, and
studies from the worlds of socioeconomics, technology, education, business, culture, the arts, and philanthropy – in order to inform and enhance the lives of
the generations of families we serve. The future holds
great promise of change – make sure your family is
ready.

The art of life is
a constant readjustment
to our surroundings.
Kakuzo Okakaura
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